
 
 
 

 

 
HANDICAP INDEX FOR COMPETITION ELIGIBILITY 
 
One of the most common questions asked relates to whether a Handicap Index or Course Handicap is used 
in determining divisions.  The following explains why it should be the Handicap Index. 
 
What is a New Zealand Golf Handicap Index: 

A New Zealand Golf Handicap Index (Handicap Index) is used to indicate a measurement of a player’s 
potential ability on a course of standard playing difficulty.  It is expressed as a number taken to one decimal 
place, e.g. 9.2, and is used for conversion to a Course Handicap.  A Handicap Index is issued only to 
individuals who are members of a golf club and who have returned minimum five scores. 

The Handicap Index formula is based on the best Handicap Differential(s) in a player’s scoring record, 
commencing with the best Handicap Differential of the first five scores entered, working up to the best 10 
Handicap Differentials of the most recent 20 scores.  (The best five of 10 Handicap Differentials are used to 
calculate the Handicap Index for nine-hole members.)   

Note:  There is an additional calculation based on exceptional tournament scores which may reduce the 
Handicap Index below the normal formula. 

The maximum Handicap Index is 36.4 for men and 40.4 for women.  (Players may have a Local Handicap, 
maximum 54.4, but it shall be identified as a Local Handicap by the letter ‘L’ (or ‘NL’ for nine-hole 
members) following the number on a handicap card or report (e.g. 41.5L / 41.5NL)). 

A Handicap Index is portable from course to course, as well as from one set of tees to other sets of tees on 
the same course.  A player converts a Handicap Index to a Course Handicap based on the Slope Rating of 
the tees being played. 
 
Women’s Silver and Bronze Handicap Divisions 

In the women’s game, players come under two categories based on Handicap Index held, namely: 

• Silver Division:   Handicap Indices up to 18.4 

• Bronze Division:   Handicap Indices 18.5 to 40.4 

(Refer to this link http://www.golf.co.nz/PlayGolf/WomensGolf.aspx for competition conditions relating to 
women’s specific national club based competitions.) 
 
Standardisation of Handicap Divisions in Club Based Competitions 

It is the responsibility of the tournament/club committee to set up their internal competitions and 
therefore set the eligibility criteria. 

New Zealand Golf recommends clubs use the Handicap Index when setting competition divisions. 

For women’s club championships, the divisions should be relative to the Silver and Bronze divisions as set 
out above.  The Silver and Bronze divisions, recognised by New Zealand Golf as the women’s handicap 
divisions, align with the District Association Champion of Champions, New Zealand Golf’s Gross Stableford 
Rosebowl and national club based competitions and gives players under the respective Handicap Indices 
the opportunity to compete in their correct Handicap Index division. 

Where a club holds more than one Bronze division club championship, the recommendation is for the club 
to check with its local District Association to determine the various handicap divisions for the Champion of 
Champions and set its own Bronze divisions accordingly. 
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